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SPECIFIC AIMS 

Each year, about 240,000 women and 2,100 men will be diagnosed with breast cancer in the US. Twenty to thirty percent 
of those treated for early-stage breast cancer will develop metastatic disease, which is not curable with standard of care 
and has a 5-year survival rate of just 29% [1, 2]. Treatment for metastatic breast cancer (MBC) involves administration of 
continuous therapy at maximal tolerated dose (MTD) until disease progression or the development of unacceptable 
toxicities. With standard of care, only 10% of MBC patients achieve complete radiologic response – known as “no evidence 
of disease” (NED) [3]. NED is a desired outcome because it is associated with increased overall survival (OS) and 
progression-free survival (PFS) in MBC patients [4-6].  There is a dire need to identify more effective treatment paradigms 
that steer outcomes to NED, improve overall survival, and potentially eradicate the disease in a patient. 
In contrast to the widely-accepted paradigm of treating MBC with MTD until progression, “first strike, second strike” 
sequential therapy (ST) involves the limited administration of multiple therapies—or strikes—modeled on evolutionary 
dynamics of human-induced extinctions [7-9]. Mathematical models of this approach suggest that tumor eradication is 
achievable [9]. We recently obtained funding for a pilot trial for ST at Moffitt Cancer Center (MCC 22617) entitled “A Pilot 
Study of Sequential (“First Strike, Second Strike”) Therapies Modeled on Evolutionary Dynamics of Anthropocene 
Extinctions, for Hormone Positive Metastatic Breast Cancer”. This is the first clinical trial to test whether sequentially 
administering multiple therapies—or strikes—with different mechanisms of action (MOA) is feasible and effective.   
ST is aggressive and most beneficial when patients achieve NED rapidly with few treatment cycles, such that subsequent 
different treatments delivered in the NED state may eradicate remaining tumor cells.  Drug holidays due to treatment 
toxicities must be minimized to increase the chances of achieving (1) NED and (2) disease eradication. Pre-clinical models 
show that dose-skipping algorithms (drug holidays) control disease less successfully compared with dose reductions 
without drug holidays [10]. Currently, no methods exist to predict (1) which patients are likely to be successful in ST, (2) 
which will be unable to complete ST owing to toxicity effects, nor (3) how to optimally balance treatment aggressiveness 
with dose reduction to manage toxicity during ST to define the best regimen for a given patient. Drug toxicity effects vary 
among patients and have diverse manifestations. Toxicity is currently inferred from lab blood cell counts, liver enzyme 
levels, and subjective assessments of patient behavior and wellbeing. The new Storyline Health AI platform remotely 
captures over 20,000 micro-symptom measures from patient behavior, speech, and vocal patterns during daily or weekly 
smartphone assessments that, when integrated with standard toxicity measures, provide a more comprehensive and 
patient-centered toxicity score that is expected to improve treatment decisions. We hypothesize that incorporating 
systemic and Storyline AI toxicity measures with tumor burden metrics through an innovative clinical decision-making 
model will increase the proportion of patients who achieve NED and the likelihood of complete disease eradication. To 
investigate this, we propose the following aims:  
Aim 1: Define an integrative toxicity metric to monitor MBC patients and predict treatment responses and dose 
adjustments. Here, we develop a toxicity index and predictive model of future toxicity effects by combining standard 
blood-derived toxicity measures with routinely collected Storyline data. In preliminary work, a case study of one patient 
undergoing ST revealed robust predictions of treatment toxicity and thresholds for dose adjustment. We will collect 
systemic lab and Storyline data in our funded ST trial of 20-30 MBC patients to improve and test our toxicity metrics.  
Aim 2: Create a decision tool that adaptively integrates toxicity and treatment response metrics to reveal the optimal 
dose for each treatment cycle during ST to maximize the probability of success for each patient. Our proposed tool will 
model all possible drug doses for each treatment cycle for a patient and integrates predicted toxicity (Aim 1) and tumor 
killing effects (tumor marker/ctDNA data inputs) to provide a score that shows which dose should be selected at each 
decision point to steer the patient to the most rapid and safe path to NED during ST. 
IMPACT: Our preliminary work supports the feasibility of our approach, and our funded pioneering trial will provide the 
data necessary to build accurate ST decision models that optimally balance tumor cell killing with patient toxicity. 
With novel data, Storyline AI technology, and new models, we will build a transformative decision-algorithm that improves 
our ability to safely design and deliver ST. More broadly, our approach will help improve outcomes for MBC treatment.  
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